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Between the Lower Danube region and the Aegean-Anatolian area have been clase
connections, both cultural and ethnical, ali along the prehistoric times (and more recent
times, too ). Our paper deals with some relationships between the populations of the area
situated northwards of the Balkan Mountains, �:m the one hand, and the contemporary
civil isations which developed in Macedonia, Greece and As.ia Minor, on the other hand. As
for Asia Minor, we will especially refer to its westem part to which the above mentioned
relationships are more evident. The span oftime under discussion will be denoted by terms
like Late Bronze Age and Early lron Age, terms whose meanings are implyed by the Romani an
archaeology. As related to the history of the Aegean and East-Mediterranean area, this span
oftime generally corresponds to the Late Mycenaean Civilisation and to the so called "Dark
Age ·; the period including the events provoked by the "sea peoples ' movement" comprised.
Within this lapse of time, essential changes have happened in the pol itica! power balance
and in the ethnic structure of the Eastem Mediterranean area. The Thracian world bas also
played its part in these changes as far as we can tind out of the nowadays investigations 1
For the ''Ciassical "or "Middle "period (according to the Romanian archaeological
chronology) of the Bronze Age in the Carpathian-Danubian area, there have been reported,
since the last century, especially Aegean influences on the northern regions, even if, at
present, there are many specialists who have doubts about the proportion and the actual
importance ofthese supposed "Mycenaean influences "on the development ofthe civil isations
within the above mentioned areas2 On the other hand, in the Late Bronze Age and at the
beginning of the lron Age there may be archaeologically proved a gradual infiltration of
elements of Balkan-Danubian origin in Macedonia, Greece and Asia M inor. Unfortunately,
for Asia Minor, this infiltration may be archaeologically proved only for the Westem Coast
zone, but, as professor Akurgal asserted, there are historical, toponymic and l inguistic data
indicating the penetration of a Thracian origin towards the inlands of Anatolia3
We are going to approach the very problem ofthe so called "northem intruders "and
the historical consequences of this phenomenon, accepting the risk of touching a problem
already discussed within the archaeology literature.
Un tii the 60's, the origin of these foreign elements (represented mainly by a hand
made pottery, usually defined by simplifying terms like "Coarse Ware "and "Knobbed Ware ')
discovered in Troy since even Schliemann's excavations, has been searched especially in
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Central Europe. Starting with the seventh decade of our century, the results of the
archaeological researches in Bulgaria and Romania have obviously showed that the native
homeland of the so called "northern intruders "should be looked for, at least equally, w ithin
the Thracian world.
We will approach the following cultures, spread over the Balkan-Danubian area:
Zimnicea-Plovdiv (named Cerkovna by Bernhard Hănsel), Noua-Sabatinovka-Coslogeni
(named Yagni lo-Coslogeni-Noua by Goranka Tonceva), Radovanu, "Pre-Babadag " and
Babadag (including the related groups Insula Banului/Ostrov, Psenicevo etc-)4 Elements
belonging to some ofthese cultures may be found both in Macedonia and Greece, and in the
north-western region of Asia Minor. It is not always obvious whether we can talk about
results of cultural exchanges only, or it is the proof of the very presence of some groups of
people, cut off from their original ethnic communities. In any way, the lower quality of this
"foreign "pottery, as compared to the local one in the Aegean-Anatol ian area made many
special ists think that we cannot talk about "imports " but about the more or less faithful
continuation by new-comers of the pottery traditions brought from their native homeland.
This conclusion has been supported, in some cases, by the analysis of the pottery, too5 On
the other hand, there is a certa in chronological gap between the appearance ofthese elements
in the two directions mentioned above: in Greece and Asia Minor. Without making reference,
for the moment, to the controversies absolute chronology, we would use as reference points
the data offered by the relative chronology.
In Macedonia, at Assiros, elements ofZirnn i cea-Piovdiv type appear in the phase 9,
which comes before the early LH III C period. (On the hasis of this type of pottery, the
following phase, 7, at Assiros could be dated)6 Thus, we may reasonably admit that the
pottery of Zimnicea-Plovdiv type appears in Assiros within the l imits ofthe LH lil B period.
The same thing is true for Thassos island too, where Zimnicea-Plovdiv pottery appears in
the phase 1 A of the Kastri necropolis, dated also in the LH III B period7 • At Kastanas, the
same "C erkovna" pottery has been found in the layers 1 7- 1 4a, dated also within the l imits
of the LH III B period. In the subsequent layers 14b- 1 2, dated from the second half of the
LH III B to the LH lii C period, the presence of the pottery assigned to the Coslogeni
culture has been observed. In the same Kastanas site, in the layer 1 3b, accompanied by early
LH III C pottery, a bone pin having faur protuberances on its neck has been found, which is
typical for the Noua culture (tightly linked to, and contemporary with Sabatinovka and
Coslogeni cultures)8
"Handmade Burnished Ware " (a pottery type for which Catling uses the term
"Barbari an Pottery '), found insi de the citadel of Mycenae, in the so called Citadel House,
belongs to the VIII'h phase of that area, a phase included between a possible earthquake and
a widely destructive arson. This lapse of time (and also the one at Tiryns, where there is
similar pottery) may be dated between the end of LH III B phase and the first part of LH III
C9 In the Mycenaean settlement at Menelaion, Sparta, '·Barbarian Pottery " appears after
the major distruction which affected the whole site, at the end ofLH III B 2 , and belongs to
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a short occupation period in LH III C , phase10 The same dating has been established also
for the non-mycenaean pottery at Korakou (Corinthia), and from other sites in South Greece
(Lefkandi, Perati, Athens etc.)" We think that Jeremy B. Rutter made a correct assumption
by searching parallel features for the 1 pottery group in Korakou in the Noua-Sabatinovka
Coslogeni cultural complex and in the so called "Coarse Ware "in Troy VII b 1 2 The same
parallels may be admitted for the "barbarian pottery" in Mycenae and Sparta 1 1 A more
complicated state offacts can be found in Korakou, where, beside this pottery we may find
the pots included by Rutter in the pottery groups II and IV, undocumented in other sites. For
these groups, Rutter tried to find analogies with the so-called Knobbed Ware in Troy VII b
2, and, then in Thrace, in phase 1 of the Babadag culture in Romania, respectively, and also
in the related cultural groups in Bulgaria 1 4 As we have mentioned some other time, vessels
belonging to group II in Karakou, and especially the cups with high hand les, are really alike
as shape with the Babbadag I pottery. But, taking into account the ornament, at Korakou we
can tind no the motif of concentric cercles with tangents, which is specific to Babadag
culture; ornamental pattern, which is nlso present on the Troy VII b pottery! Thnt is why we
are tempted to see in the pottery group II in Korakou elements of a cultural group immediately
preceding the definitive shaping of the Babadag culture. We here take into account a "Pre
Babadag" stage, and especially the Tămăoani group which we tried to detine better later 1 5
Summarizing, in Macedonia (at Assiros, Thassos, Kastanas etc.), the infiltrations
from Thrace start with Zimnicea-Piovdiv elements within the limits of the LH III B phase
and are followed by the elements of the Noua-Sabatinovka-Coslogeni cultural complex,
towards the end of the LH III B period and the beginning of LH III C. In Central and
Southem Greece (at Athens, Lefkandi, Korakou, Mycenae, Menelaion-Sparta etc.), the
intrusi ve elements that could be linked to Noua-Sabatinovka-Coslogeni culture, and, probably,
to a "'Pre-Babadag " cultural group, appear after the distructions taking place at the end of
LH III B and can be dated, mainly, within a short period at the beginning of the LH III C
phase.
In conformity with the parallel proposed by Chr. Podzuweit between the stratigraphic
succession at Kastanas and in Troy, the layers 1 7 - l4a at Kastanas, where we can find elements
of Zimnicea-Piovdiv (Cerkovna) type, are contemporary with the later stages of Troy VI;
layers l 4b- 1 2 at Kastanas, where elements of Noua-Coslogeni type have been noticed,
could be contemporary with the end of Troy VI (especially Troy VIh), and partially, with
Troy VII. (It seems that the layer Kastanas l 3b, where the bone pin of the Noua type has
been discovered, which represents a very important chronological point of reference for the
North-Thracian area, would have sti li as its corresponding chronological counterpart the
Troy Vlh level) 1 6
H owever, in Troy, the elements of Balkan-Danubian origin are documented only in
VII b 1 and VII b 2 Ievels, which must point out that the penetration of some elements,
ethnic elements included, having as origins the Thracian area, has taken place first towards
Macedonia and Greece, and somewhat later towards the north-western Asia Minor.
•

•
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This phenomenon is as interesting as, in Troy VII b l and VII b 2 there can be
noticed, partly, the same elements ofBalkan-Danubian origin, which could be noticed also
in Macedonia and Greece. Also interesting is the fact, that these elements, thought to be of
Thracian origin, are archaeologically documented only in Troy (and in some places in the
north-western Turkey, on European Side of Mannara), but not also towards East, in the
inlands of Anatolia 1 7
Thanks to S. Morintz's and B. Hiinsel's researches we can better specify now the
cultural affiliation and the origins of the Balkan-Danubian elements, present in Troy. There
sti li exist certa in doubts which hinder the historic interpretation ofthese finds. These doubts
are due to severa! factors, among which we should mention, especially, the impossibility to
separate stratigraphically part ofthe discoveries corn ing from levels VII b l and VII b 2, and
the difficulties in the classification of the mycenaean and post-mycenaean pottery (original
or local imitations) 1 � , facts that led to endless controversies conceming the minuter
chronology of the two levels we deal with.
Hiinsel had in view the presence in Troy of the pottery belonging to the Coslogeni
or Cerkovna (=Zimnicea-Plovdiv type) in the layers VII b 1 -VII b 2 and of the pottery
belonging to the Babadag culture and related groups of Romania and Bulgaria in the VII b
2 layer. He specifies that it especially belongs to the first phase, with incised pottery, of this
cu !ture, but fragments of pottery also appeared, though few in number, with printed decoration.
In Hiinsel ' view, Troy VII b 2 is, then, compartimented in time: this layer begins at a moment
when the Coslogeni-Cerkovna (Zimnicea-Piovdiv) horizon still exists, then it goes on through
the period of the pottery with incised decoration (Babadag 1) and it ends off during the
existence of the pottery with impressed decoration (Babadag II, Insula Banului/Ostrov,
Psenicevo) 1 9 S. Morintz considers that the oldest lot of Balkan-Danubian pottery at Troy
belongs to the Zimnicea-Plovdiv culture, and the following belongs to the cultural group
Radovanu, the two of them being present both in the layer VII b 1 and in the layer VII b 2
ofTroy. (It is worth mentioning that Radovanu group has rather recently been defined as it
constitutes a mixed aspect of the Coslogeni and of the Zimnicea-Plovdiv cultures, being
ulterior to the latter). Finally, the pottery ofthe Babadag type, stage 1, with incised ornament,
but also the stage I I (and the Insula Banului and Psenicevo cultures), characterized by
impressed pottery, belong to the layer VII b in general and to the layer VII b 2 in particular20
Taking into account the relatively short lapse of time within which the above
mentioned cultures (Zimnicea-Piovdiv, Noua-Sabatinovka-Coslogeni, Radovanu, Babadag,
Insula Banului, Psenicevo) should be included, unl ike Morintz and Hiinsel we consider that
the presence of the Balkan-Danubian pottery types in the levels VII b l and Vll b 2 ofTroy
is not due to strictly successive penetration waves, but to the penetration of the elements
belonging to some cultures, some of which had a partially synchronic development within
different arens. We also consider the partial concomitance of Zimnicea-Piovdiv with the
Coslogeni cu!ture on the one hand, and of Coslogeni-Radovanu with the shaping Bnbadag
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("Pre-Babadag ·: Babadag 1) cultures on the other hand. Such a point ofview would explain
the presence togheter at Korakou, in Greece, of the pottery groups 1, II and IV 2 1
This image ofthe presence ofBalkan-Danubian elements in Troy can be completed
with an anthropomorphic clay statuette, coming from the layer VII b of Troy 22 and whose
analogies have been found in Bulgaria, at Sava, the Vama district, in a building of cult
assigned to the culture which Goranka Tonceva calls "Yagnilo-Coslogeni-Noua "23 , and in
Romania, at Nicoleni (Transylvania), in a settlement of the phase 1 of the Noua culture24
To these already mentioned discoveries, made almost exclusively up of pottery,
some other proofs of the links we are discussing in this paper could be added. We think
about the recent studies belonging to some archaeologists from Ukraine. Starting with the
weapons specific to the populations ofthe Noua - Sabatinovka-Coslogeni culture, they tried
to prove that some representatives of this population have participated to the events in
Aegean and East-Mediterranean area; and especially to the "sea peoples' migration " 2 5
Among the discoveries that are direct linked to the above mentioned problems, V. 1. Klochko
mentioned an arrow-head made of bronze, of a north-west Pontic type, belonging
to the
inventory of Troy VII a level which is also accompanied by Sabatinovka type pottery.
Unfortunately. the pottery is not illustrated and the information source is not mentioned2 6
either.So far, according to our information, this discovery would be the first and only proof
of some relationships between the Danubian-Pontic area and the Troy VII a settlement in
the Late Bronze Age. When these elements of Balkan-Danubian origin appear in Troy and
which is the historical significance of their presence in this area? During the last three
decades the Trojan chronology of C. W. Blegen (and also the Aegean Late Bronze Age
Chronology in general) has been considerably revised. Today we use a lower chronology,
even if there is no concordance about the extent of this "lowering" there should have been
30, 50 years, or more2 7 • As for the end ofTroy VI h , for example (now it is thought by the
mosi specialists to be the homeric Troy distroyed by the "first Trojan war "28 ) Ch. Podzuweit
proposed a datation of about 1 50 years delayed as compared to B legen 's ( 1 1 50- 1 1 00 instead
of 1 275 B. C.f9 , while Jerome Sperling admits a difference of only 25 years (towards
1 250)30 , to mention an excessive example. (We also must mention that the P odzuweit 's
very low datations have been criticised by many specialists)1 1
The beginning of Troy VII a is now dated, according to the Mycenaean pottery
interpretation, the earliest at the end of LH Ili B period and at the beginning of the L H III
C 1 2 The end of this city (which has been connected by Stefan Hil ler to a "second Trojan
war ') is dated to an earlier33 or a later34 LH III C stage, towards the end of the 1 3th century
and the beginning of the 1 2th (Darque, Hiller), 1 1 80 (Sandars), 1 1 40- 1 1 30 (Bloedow), 1 1 25
(Jacob-Felsch), or only in the first decades of the l l 'h century (Podzuweit). In Troy VII a we
have no native elements ofthe Lower Danube area attested (except the discoveries mentioned
by Klochko), but the short period when the "barbarian "pottery was present in Central and
Southern Greece should suit the time when this level existed (in the beginning ofthe LH III
C phase, after the distruction in the Mycenaean centres in the end of LH III B). This fact is
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very important as it could indicate a first penetration (preceding the penetration in Asia
Minor) of some groups of Noua-Sabatinovka-Coslogeni population and, maybe, of "Pre
Babadag "people as far as the Peloponese in the historic circumstances outlined by Sandars35
Troy VII b (the discoveries in the levels VII b l and VII b 2 could not be clearly
differentiated stratigraphically or typologically)36 begins in the course of the advanced or
even late LH III C period37 (For the beginning date ofthe VII b l level see the absolute data
mentioned above for the end of Troy VII a.) Troy VII b 2 is now generally assigned to the
Sub-Mycenaean and Protogeometric period38 The beginning of the existence ofTroy VII b
still overlaps the end of the Noua-Sabatinovka-Coslogeni cultural complex, but the real
news in the aspect of the civilisation represented by this layer is the appearance of the so
called ··Early Hallstatt" Balkan-Danubian pottery with incised and impressed ornament, of
Babadag, Insula Banului, Cozia and Psenicevo type. This pottery type is surely post
Mycenaean and cannot be found in Central or Southern Greece. The penetration to Troy of
the population who created this pottery type could be possible, probably, due to the new
geopolitical context, which was created after the fali of the Mycenaean and H ittite power in
the Aegean-Anatolian area39 • As Hansel remarked, Troad becomes a member of a koine of
the cultural groups with incised and printed pottery from the Balkan-Danubian area40 Due
to the penetration of these new peoples, generally considered to be Thraci an (Phrygians,
Mysians)41 , we can certainly speak about a "Balkanisation "of a part ofAsia M inor42 , or, as
professor Akurgal said, the temporary aiming ofthe historical development ofsomeAnatolian
regions towards a new direction, that is towards the spiritual sphere ofthe Westem World43
In the end 1 would mention some points ofview about the penetration ways of the
Balkan-Danubian elements to Asia Minor. Besides the supposed continental relationships,
N. K. Sandars has taken into account, about 25 years ago, the possibil ity that a group of the
Babadag population could reach Troy by sea, sailing Southwards44 Recently, speaking
about the beginnings of the use of iron in Romania, N ikolaus Borofika concluded that the
transmission of the siderurgic technology from the Aegean-Anatolian area (Greece and/or
nowadays Turkey) to Dobrudja, during the last centuries of the 2"d millennium BC, was
mnde by sea, along the Black Sea coast45 These suppositions cannot be excluded, especially
if we take into nccount the fact that at the end of the Bronze Age and the beginning of the
Iron Age, the nowadays Sinoe, Razim nnd Babadag lakes were probably sti li connected to
the Black Sea. The surprising early appearance of iron objects and even of iron metallurgy
on the present-day territory of Romania, at the same time as in the Aegean46 a rea make us
think of another hypothesis. As Sandars thinks, starting with the 12 th century BC in certain
European areas a real technical revolution took place in the bronze metallurgy by adopting
new methods of processing, originary from Greece. She explains this phenomenon by the
caption and transfer of some craftsmen by the "northern " participants in the Aegean events
after their return to their native land47 We might wonder whether such a view would possibly
explain the early appearance of the iron metallurgy in the Lower Danube area, in the period
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immediately following the fali of the Mycenaean Civilisation and the Hittite Empire, as
well.
But such a vision upon these problems would probably not seem a speculation but
a certitude and should be confirmed by new researches conceming the evolution of the
natural env ironment and the history of the ancient civi lisation (prehistoric navigation
included), in the B lack Sea area.
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